
COMMENT

The perils of a second first
language
English in Europe is a subject that ET has explored as fully as any-
thing we cover. Issues include whether it will be the key language
of the EU, how Anglicisms have been infiltrating other European
languages, and how much ground the Germanic languages may
be surrendering.

For some years I have been thinking about the 'Scotlandiza-
tion' of North-western Europe. In the 17th and 18th centuries,
the Scots language sagged under pressure from English, and
today most Scots use a variable hybrid. The times, politics, tradi-
tions, and scale are different, but it seems to me that in Denmark,
Norway, Sweden, and the Netherlands certain irreversible things
are happening, such as the writing of academic papers in English,
while more and more activities draw elements of English into the
national language, or dictate a transfer straight to English for
reasons of business or cost. As a Swedish taxi-driver once said to
me, 'I read books in English because they're cheaper' (that is,
than Swedish translations of the same books).

And now German, with its 100 million or so speakers. In the
news we read about the bid by the German media giant Bertels-
mann for Random House in the US, followed by a union between
Daimler and Chrysler. An essential element in such moves is the
willingness and the need for Germans to operate more and more
in English, the essential language of business with Americans. In
Business Week ('English Spoken Here - and Here, and Here...', 1
May 98), Stephen Baker reports on attending the world's largest
technology trade show, CeBIT, in Hannover. It was, he said, just
like being at Comdex in Las Vegas. Germans were even talking to
Germans in English. Of one incident he says:

'It doesn't appear to bother them, or even strike them as odd,
that a countryman would address [young women workers] in
English. For how was he to know they were Germans? Instead of
wasting time by asking, he simply cut to the chase in English.'
Was the man in question asking for technical Microsoft-style
information? Not at all. He was ordering snacks for some guests.
Sounds just like Glasgow to me. Scots don't mind being
addressed in English either - by and large.

Tom McArthur
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